Comodo Unified Communications
Certificates (UCC)
Designed for use with Microsoft Exchange and/or Office
Communications Server Networks
As an industry leader:

Key Features

1. Comodo developed UCC’s in partnership with
Microsoft.

Greater Flexibility, Economy and SSL
Security for Microsoft Exchange and/
or Office Communications Server
networks!

2. Comodo is one of a very small number of Certificate
Authorities able to offer this product.
3. Comodo is pleased to align UCCs to its continually
expanding digital certificate portfolio.
Microsoft’s Exchange and Office Communications Server
make extensive use of SSL certificates supporting the Subject
Alternative Name (SAN) field, enabling administrative flexibility
for these feature-rich environments requiring secure, client-server
and server-server communications.

• Provides SSL support for
Microsoft Exchange and
Office Communications
Server where traditional or
wildcard certificates won’t!
• Fully trusted by 99.9%
of email clients and webbrowsers
• Simplifies certificate
management with a single
certificate to support multiple
domain names, host names
and server applications

Comodo’s Unified Communications Certificates allow a single
certificate to provide SSL-secured communications for multiple
domains and multiple host names operating on a single IP
address. Offering UC Certificates will make your customer’s
application server implementation and administration easier and
more flexible than ever before.

• Unlimited certificate reissuance - have the certificate
re-issued for free whenever
you need to remove or
change domain names

Traditional SSL certificates provide security for a single fullyqualified domain name. Wildcard certificates can cover all
first-level sub domains of a domain. However, a single UCC can
support many different domains within a single certificate!

• Backed by Comodo’s 24/7
world-class Customer
Support
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• Up to three-year certificate
lifetime

sales@comodo.com

1 (888) 266 6361

Comodo Unified Communications Certificates

5 Reasons Why You Should opt for Comodo’s
Unified Communications Certificates
1. Provide SSL Support Where a
Wildcard SSL Won’t

lot of low level PowerShell commands just to piece
it all together.

For example, one UC certificate can be used to
UC Certificates provide SSL support for Microsoft
Endpoint
Security
secure
the Manager
following 2.0
Exchange Server domains:
Exchange and Office Communications Server where
mycompany.com, owa.mycompany.com, mail.
traditional or wildcard certificates won’t. They are
mycompany.com, smtp.mydomain.com, automore secure than wildcard certificates since UC Cerdiscovery.mycompany.com, mail.mycompanytificates specify exactly which hosts and domains are
internal.com
to be protected and are more flexible than wildcard
certificates since UC Certificates aren’t limited to a
3. Trust
single domain. For instance, a wildcard certificate
UC Certificates are fully trusted by 99.9% of email
can protect all first-level subdomains on an entire
clients and web-browsers.
domain, such as *.example.com. But a wildcard
cannot protect both www.example.com and www.
4. Unlimited Certificate Re-issuance
example.net.

2. Simplify Certificate Management
Greatly simplify your Exchange Server SSL
configuration with a single certificate to support
multiple domain names, host names and server
applications. Using a UC certificate saves you the
hassle and time involved in configuring multiple IP
addresses on your Exchange server, binding each
IP address to a different certificate, and running a

You can have the certificate re-issued for free whenever you need to remove or change domain names.

5. Autodiscover Support
Comodo UCC Certificates also support the Microsoft
Exchange Autodiscover service, a new capability for
the Exchange platform which greatly eases client
administration.

To learn more and purchase Comodo UCC’s online, please visit:
http://www.instantssl.com/ssl-certificate-products/ssl-certificate-ucc.html
Alternatively, please contact us if you would like to speak to an expert sales advisor:
Email: sales@comodo.com
Tel: +1 (888) 266-6361 / +1 (703) 637-9361

About Comodo
Comodo provides the highest level of security at competitive prices. As the second largest provider of business-validated
certificates, Comodo ensures that millions of transactions are safely performed everyday. We are always looking for new
ways to enhance online trust and security. Comodo is bringing online trust, security, and compliance solutions to a new
higher standard.
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